










with x yards to go (the bottom x-axis) at the x yardline (the top x-axis), then SF has an estimated
win probability of y (the y-axis) if they go for it (the red line) or if they kick a field goal (the blue
line). At the yards to go where the estimated win probability gain by going for it is positive (where
the red line is on top of the blue line, 4 yards to go or fewer), Burke says SF should go for it.
Otherwise, SF should kick a field goal. Thus for Burke, as for Baldwin, the strength of a decision
is based on the estimated win probability gain by making that decision. But, as before, a decision
with a high estimated win probability gain is not necessarily the best decision with certainty. To
illuminate this point, we create a fourth down look-ahead chart in Figure 9b which looks ahead at
the bootstrap percentage of a decision. For four to eight yards to go, the bootstrap percentage of
either decision is less than 60%, which indicates that we don’t have enough data to know which
decision is better.

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Look-ahead charts for example play 3. Figure (a): Burke’s fourth down look-ahead
chart, which looks ahead at win probability for a potential upcoming fourth down. Figure (b): Our
additional fourth down look-ahead chart, which looks ahead at bootstrap confidence.

4.2 Example plays: better fourth down decision making

Our improved fourth down decision making procedure relies on both bootstrap percentage and
estimated gain in win probability, which we illustrate using more example plays.

Example play 4. Figure 10 visualizes our decision making for a fourth down play in which the
Commanders have the ball against the Colts in Week 8 of 2022. Punt provides a slight edge over
Go according to the WP point estimate (+0.004 WP), and 100% of bootstrapped models find
that Punt is the best decision. Additionally, our confidence interval of the estimated gain in win

21This figure was taken from Burke’s Twitter @bburkeESPN.
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probability by punting is [0.33%,4.64%], which is strictly positive. Thus, we are confident in this
edge, even if it is small, and recommend that the Commanders should Punt.

Figure 10: Our decision making for example play 4.

Example play 5. Figure 11 visualizes our decision making for an infamous fourth down play in
which the Raiders have the ball against the Rams in Week 14 of 2022. Go provides a strong edge
over Punt according to the WP point estimate (4.1% WP), and 96.2% of bootstrapped models find
that Go is the best decision. Additionally, our confidence interval of the estimated gain in win
probability by going for it is [0.30%,5.23%], which is strictly positive. Thus, we are confident in
this edge, and we recommend that the Raiders should Go.22 We recommend this decision much
more strongly than we recommend the previous play’s decision, even though they have similar
bootstrap percentage, because the WP point estimate is so much larger.

Example play 6. Figure 12 visualizes our decision making for a fourth down play in which the
Bears have the ball against the Jets in Week 12 of 2022. FG provides a solid edge over Go according
to the WP point estimate (1.8% WP), but 38.5% of bootstrapped models find that FG is the best
decision.23 In other words, we don’t have enough data to believe it is the best decision; the data is
not confident in its own point estimate. Moreover, our confidence interval of the estimated gain in

22In real life, the Raiders punted.
23Also, note that the (yardline, yards to go) point is far from the decision boundary, but that doesn’t imply anything

about the decision uncertainty.
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Figure 11: Our decision making for example play 5.

win probability by going for it is [�3.99%,4.26%]. This reflects that FG could either be a great or a
terrible decision. Therefore, we suggest that a football team should use some other method to pick
between kicking a field goal and going for it. For example, in such a situation of high uncertainty,
a coach’s gut (or internal model) may be better than the edge implied by WP estimates. The coach
spends a significant amount of time with his players, and he may notice information which doesn’t
show up in the data. For instance, if Bears coach Matt Eberflus notices that kicker Cairo Santos is
particularly hot today and quarterback Justin Fields appears a bit lethargic today, perhaps Eberflus
should be able to choose to kick a long field goal without being ridiculed. On this view, we should
evaluate a coach’s fourth down decision making on plays where the bootstrap percentage according
to our model is high (say, a bootstrap percentage above 85%).

Example play 7. Figure 13 visualizes our decision making for a fourth down play in which the
Eagles have the ball against the Chiefs in the the 2023 Super Bowl. Go provides a solid edge over
Punt according to the WP point estimate (2.7% WP). But, 76.9% of bootstrapped models find
that Go is the best decision, and our confidence interval of the estimated gain in win probability by
going for it is [�2.9%,4.83%]. This bootstrap percentage is high enough where we lean towards
Go as the better decision, but the confidence interval suggests that it is still possible that Go is
a terrible decision; we don’t have enough data to know. On this view, even if we lean towards
Go, the data isn’t speaking strongly enough to overrule a coach who may notice subtleties such as
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Figure 12: Our decision making for example play 6.

momentum or hotness in his players on a given day.

4.3 Analytics, have some humility

Before, fourth down decision making used estimated win probability gain as the basis of decision
making. We extend this decision making procedure to include uncertainty quantification because
win probability estimates come from a statistical model fit from observational data. In particular,
we quantify decision uncertainty by bootstrapping the decision itself. We find that that far fewer
fourth down decision are as obvious as analysts claim. Models could be biased, wrong, missing
covariates, and overfit; and even if the model is right, for a huge proportion of game-states there is
not enough data to be confident in win probability point estimates. After all, there have only been
about four thousand games in the last fifteen years. Therefore, we suggest that football analysts
have more humility and accept the limitations which result from having limited data.

5 Discussion

Fourth down decision making in American football has a long history, beginning with expected
points models. Commonly used statistical expected points models from Romer, Burke, Yurko et
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Figure 13: Our decision making for example play 7.

al., and Baldwin, however, are fit from historical data and are subject to several issues, including
selection bias, score differential bias, underfitting, and overfitting. We address the first two issues
by including measures of team quality and score differential as covariates. Then, we mitigate
overfitting via a catalytic prior, which shrinks a complex blackbox machine learning model towards
a simpler model.

Nonetheless, win probability, not expected points, is the right objective for fourth down decision
making. Commonly used fourth down decision making procedures from Burke and Baldwin,
which use win probability models fit from observational football data, assume win probability is
a known quantity. Due to the autocorrelated nature of football data, however, win probability
estimates are highly uncertain. We use a randomized cluster bootstrap to quanitfy uncertainty in
fourth down decision recommendations. This yields a new decision procedure based on bootstrap
percentage and win probability estimates. If bootstrap percentage is low, there is not enough data
to tell us which decision is optimal. If bootstrap percentage is high, then the strength of a decision
is proportional to its estimated win probability gain. The practical football lesson arising from this
new decision procedure is that far fewer fourth down decisions are as obvious as analysts claim.
In particular, for a huge proportion of game-states, there is simply not enough data to use win
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